
Week 2



Why do we tell 
stories?



Questions 
to 

consider

Why read fiction?  

What can short stories 
teach us? 

How do authors use literary 
devices (language) to 
create meaning?



Tips for reading short stories











Figurative language
What is figurative language?

SIMILE

METAPHOR

PERSONIFICATION



SIMILE

A comparison of two things that usually are not 
considered similar, using “like” or “as”

EXAMPLE: 
• Friends are like chocolate cake.



METAPHOR
A comparison of two things that usually are not considered 
similar that states one is the other (not using “like” or “as”)

EXAMPLE: 
• Her hair was a flowing golden river. 



PERSONIFICATION

A figurative statement that gives human-like 
characteristics to things or animals. 

EXAMPLE: 
• I heard the last piece of pie calling my name.

EAT ME!!!!







How does the figurative 
language in the text help the 

reader understand the 
character’s feelings about 

getting older?



ØCisneros writes “the way you grow old is kind of like 
an onion or like the rings inside a tree trunk or like my 
little wooden dolls that fit one inside the other, each 
year inside the next one.” 
ØAll three have layers numbered like years and are part 

of the whole identity. This is especially true of the tree 
with the rings representing how an outside source can 
affect the growth and development of each individual 
ring/year and how the rings underneath affect and 
build upon the outer layers and years. 



In the story’s opening sentence, Rachel, the protagonist, starts 
off by saying, “What they don’t understand about birthdays 
and what they never tell you is that when you’re eleven, 
you’re also ten, and nine, and eight, and seven, and six, and 
five, and four, and three, and two, and one.” 

Who is “they” in the above sentence? Who 
is “you”? Why don’t they “understand” and 
“never tell” what is true about birthdays? What is 
true about birthdays, according to Rachel?



ØRachel describes the 
disappointment she faces upon 
waking up on the morning of her 
birthday. She states, “You open 
your eyes and everything’s just 
like yesterday, only it’s today.”
ØWhat might she have expected 

to feel upon opening her eyes?



ØWhat does Rachel mean when she says she feels like 
she is still ten “underneath the year that makes [her] 
eleven”?
ØRachel explains what it is like to have all these ages 

“underneath” her skin by describing how on certain 
days, she can behave and feel like a much younger 
Rachel. She notices that her mother also still “feels” 
these other parts of herself, such as the part of her 
mother who is “[feeling] three” when “she’s sad and 
needs to cry.” What does this insight about her 
mother’s inner three-year-old tell you about Rachel’s 
sensitivity and intelligence?



ØRachel’s voice is similar to that of a young girl. 
Looking at the first two paragraphs, what words 
does Rachel use that show you she is not an 
adult? Next, look at some of the sentences in 
these paragraphs. Many begin with the 
conjunction “and.” How does Cisneros use this 
type of syntax to make Rachel’s voice sound 
authentic?



ØIn the third paragraph, Rachel sets up a series of 
similes that are both simple and complex in 
their comparison to growing up. Explain the meaning 
of each simile. What do these similes suggest about 
Rachel’s perceptiveness?

ØWhen Rachel talks about her age, or past ages, she 
uses the verb “feel” to explain what it is like being a 
certain age. She states, “And you don’t feel smart 
eleven, not until you’re almost twelve.” What is the 
difference between being eleven and feeling eleven?



Writing Prompt In the short story, “Eleven”, by 
Sandra Cisneros, in what ways 
do Rachel’s reactions 
demonstrate her multiple 
“years” of her eleven year-old 
self? Write one-two paragraphs 
summarizing the ways that 
Rachel responds. Try to include 
textual evidence to support 
your interpretation of the age 
that her actions demonstrate.



Example flow map of age maturity



Homework: PLATO

Week 2



Thank you for coming to class! 

Remember:

•GED: Mondays (Writing Lab) and Tuesdays – 10am-12pm

• English – Wednesday, Thursday - 10am and/or 6pm

•Computer class: Friday - 10am


